CASE S T U DY

How WorldQuant
Predictive Gives
Organizations
an AI DecisionMaking Edge

“Immuta ensures that
WorldQuant Predictive’s mission is
to deliver rapid and highly accurate AIpowered prediction products that give
organizations a decision-making edge
over the competition.

we don’t get distracted
from our core mission.
As a market-leading
product, Immuta
gives us the easiest,
shortest, safest path

To do this, WQP brings in thousands of data sources

to do exactly what our

and builds accurate and resilient predictive models

customers need. And,

based on features and insight contained in those
data sources. Its customers use the predictions to

by the way, Immuta’s

make better business decisions.

support has

WQP’s powerful predictive capability using all available

been great.”

data has been invaluable to organizations during the
— Slava Frid, CTO,
Worldquant Predictive

COVID-19 pandemic when traditional forecasting
based on a small number of historical data sets quickly
fell apart.

Key Takeaways

•

Gave customers a competitive decision-making advantage during the COVID-19 pandemic by using Immuta to

Architecture

assist in scaling data used to provide more accurate and
resilient AI-models

•

Automated data checks to ensure data is safely shared

•

Granted/revoked data access in minutes using Immuta

and doesn’t include PII/PHI

and managed a smooth MLOps data lifecycle, expanding
access to data by 10X

•

Industry

Simplified its architecture and focused on its competencies in machine learning by seamlessly integrating

Technology

Immuta across Databricks and Snowflake
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Challenge
To help its customers gain an edge, WQP’s CTO Slava Frid knew
that they had to build AI models based on a broader array of
datasets that hold up better in a complex, changing world.
According to Slava, “WQP’s customers rely on our predictions to
understand how changing world and market conditions will impact
decisions to be made. Speed is critical, and so is accuracy and resilience.”

To build their AI features and predictive models,

The challenge is that more data brings more

WQP’s team has worked hard to build a modern,

concerns around how that data is managed and

automated MLops data flow. They use core data sets

governed. WQP needed to ensure the datasets did

such as sales data, and also manage many other

not inadvertently include any sensitive information in

secondary data sets such as foot traffic, consumer

order to adhere to data use and sharing agreements,

spending, real estate prices, and COVID-19 infection

while also ensuring model accuracy. WQP also need-

rates. Together, these combined data sets enable

ed to restrict access to certain data that is reserved

them to create a more accurate picture of the future.

for validation and testing. And, they needed to quickly grant/revoke access and ensure full auditability.
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Solution
WQP’s team needed the best of the best for a modern cloud data
stack and are always looking for ways to optimize their MLOps
data flow.
According to Slava’s colleague Ivan Bondarenko, Data Tech Lead at WQP,
“With the large number of incoming data sources and the speed at which
we need to operate, we need best-of-breed tools – that means using
Databricks for what it does best, Snowflake for what it does best, and
Immuta to automate data security checks and policy enforcement.”

According to Ivan, Databricks is the WQP team’s

projects and keeping your data transparent. We can

“swiss army knife” and they rely on its Spark compute

quickly answer questions about where data is stored

engine for their ETL pipeline and Notebooks for much

(e.g. what is the name identifier, and for which data-

of their core analysis and machine learning work.

base?), and see when a person was added to

But, they also load data frames to Snowflake and use

a project.”

Snowflake as a centralized data store where they
can run fast SQL queries and data transformations.

When requests for access come in, Immuta makes it
possible to grant access in just a few minutes.

Immuta operates as the data security and priva-

If a user’s view of the data needs to be limited in

cy layer across their environment, running data

any way, such as by certain dates or geographies,

checks on incoming data to ensure that no PII or

Immuta makes it easy to enforce those policies.

PHI is included. They also use Immuta to mask and

Immuta also makes it easy to run quick audit checks

anonymize data as necessary. According to Ivan,

to ensure policies are adhered to according to data

“We use Immuta tags and groups, and everything

use agreements.

is automated. Immuta is really useful for organizing
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Results
The addition of Immuta to WQP’s modern data stack helps WQP
maximize query performance, data protection, and ease of
repeated execution for its data engineering and data science
teams. By using Immuta, WQP is able to get the “Easiest,
shortest,and safest path to do exactly what our customers
need,” said Slava.
As the world changed through the COVID-19 pan-

toggle between views where COVID-19 restrictions

demic, WQP was able to provide companies with

were implemented and one where they weren’t. As

more accurate and resilient AI models than the com-

we’ve seen, such quickly changing policy decisions

petition. Its advantage was in part due to the speed

can have vast implications on businesses. WQP gave

at which the WQP team could onboard new datasets,

its customers as much certainty as possible to help

but also due to the unique AI-features they could

with real-time decision making in an uncertain world.

build on the fly.

According to Slava, WQP chose Immuta because it

In one example, WQP built a powerful data app that

helps them focus on their core competencies in ma-

included a predictive model for sales projections.

chine learning and ultimately on their core mission

It was unique in that it included a simple slider to

as a company.

“Immuta ensures that we don’t get distracted from our core mission. As
a market-leading product, Immuta gives us the easiest, shortest, and
safest path to do exactly what our customers need. And, by the way,
Immuta’s support has been great.”

Read more about how Worldquant Predictive enabled research at scale in this article.
Watch CTO Slava Frid’s presentation at the Databricks Spark + AI Summit.
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About Immuta
Immuta is the market leader in Data Access, providing data teams
one universal platform to control access to analytical data sets in
the cloud. Only Immuta can automate access to data by discovering,
protecting, and monitoring data. Data-driven organizations around
the world trust Immuta to speed time to data, safely share more data
with more users, and mitigate the risk of data leaks and breaches.
Founded in 2015, Immuta is headquartered in Boston, MA.

25 Thomson Place, 4th Floor, Boston, MA 02210

immuta.com

(800) 655-0982
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